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Abstract
The design, construction and control of a wide

bandwidth, active end-effector which can be attached to
the end-point of a commercial robot manipulator is
presented here. Electronic compliancy (Impedance ControL)
[11) has been developed on this device. The end-effector
behaves dynamically as a two-dimenSional, Remote Center
Compliance [RCC). The compliancy in thiS active end-effector
IS developed electronically and can therefore be
modulated by an on-Line computer. The device is a planar,
five-bar Linkage which is driven by two direct drive,
brush-less DC motors. A two-dimensional, piezoelectriC
force cellon the end-point of the device, two 12-bit
encoders, and two tachometers on the motors form the
measurement system for this device. The high structural
stiffness and Light weight of the material used in the
system allows for a wide bandwidth Impedance Control.

,. Introduction
Manufacturing manipuLations require mechanical

Interaction with the environment or with the object being
manipuLated. Robot manipulators are subject to Interaction
forces when they maneuver In a constrained work-space.
Inserting a computer board in a sLot or deburTing an edge
are exampLes of constrained maneuvers. In constrained
maneuvers, one Is concerned with not onLy the position of
the robot end-point, but aLso the contact forces. In
constrained maneuvenng, the interaction forces must be
accommodated rather than resisted. If we define
compLiancy as a measure of the ability of the manipuLators
to react to interaction forces and torques, the objective Is
to assure compLiant motion [passiveLy or activeLy) for the
robot end-point In the cartesian coordinate frame for
manipuLators that must maneuver In the constrained
environments.

An exampLe of the manufacturing manipuLation that
requires compLiancy IS robotic essembLy. To perform the
assembLy of parts that are not perfectLy aLigned, one
must use a compLiant eLement between the part and the
robot to ease the Insertion process. The RCC IS a device
that can be attached to the end-point of the robot
manipuLators [3,20). ThiS device deveLops a passive
compLiant Interface between the robot and the part. The
prim a 11:1 function of the RCC Is to act as a fiLter that
decreases the contact force between the part and the
robot due to the robot oscILLations, robot programming
error, and part flxtunng errors. These end-effectors are
caLLed passive because the eLements that generate
compLiancy are passive and no external energy Is flowing
Into the system. The need for variabLe compLiant
end-effectors Is a motivation for deveLopment of the active
compLiant end-effector. Robotic debUrTIng [8,9,10) Is an
exampLe of a manufactunng task that requires the
moduLation of the end-polnt compLiancy with an on-Line
computer. The moduLation of the end-point compLiancy
[impedance In our case) depends on the geometl1:l of the
edge of the part to be deburred. The Impedance of the
end-pOint must be moduLated continuousLy when the robot
traveLs around the edge of the part. The detaiLs of this
probLem is given in references 8,10,12.

Active end-effectors are devices that can be mounted
at the end-pOint of the robot manipuLators to deveLop more
degrees of freedom [5). The acti.ve end-effector can be
'Jsed as a compLiant tooL hoLder. There IS no passive
c')mpLlant eLement in the system, because the compLiancy In

NomencL6ture
E environment dyn6mics
e input tr6jectory
f contact force
G cLosed-l.oop tr6nsfer function m6trix
H the compensator
J complex number not6tion v'=i
Jc J6cobian
ji moment of inertia of each Link relative to

the end-point of the Link
K stiffness matrix
Li. mi Length and mass of each Link
Mo Inertia matrix
S sensitivity transfer function matrix
r input command vector
T= [T 1 T 2]Ttorque vector
X= [Xt Xn]T vector of the tool position In the cartesian

coordinate frame
Xo environment position before contact
xi,81 Location of the center of mass and orientetlon

of each Link
Q: small perturbation of 81 In the neighborhood of

81 = 900

6'e end-polnt deflection in Xn-direction

"'d dynamic manipulability
"'0 frequency range of the operation [bandwidth)



the system is generated electronically [6,7,11). The
edvantage of this system over other passive systems is
that one can modulate the compliancy in the system
erbitrarily by en on-line computer, depending on the
requirements of the tasks. Two DC actuators power the
two degrees of freedom of the system.

weight of the links with bearings and force sensor is 111.4
grams. The end-effector can be attached to the robot
manipulator by a simple fixture between the housing of the
motors and the robot end-point. Figure 3 shows the side
view of the end-effector.

2. Architecture
Figure 1 and 2 show the schematic diagram of the

active end-effector.

Figure 3: The Side View of the Force Sensor
Assembly

The characteristics of this end-effector are as foLLows:
Size of the 5-bar Linkage at nominaL position 2.167""4.160"
The height of the end-effector with motors (excLuding the
grinder tooLJ 3. 760"
Linear work-space of the end-point 0.3" "0.3"
ResoLution of the end-pOint motlon 2.6"10-3 "

Bandwidth of the controL system 25 hertz
TotaL moss of the mechanism (Without the tOOLJ 0.25 Lb.
Weight of two motors 4.8 Lb.
Weight of the tooL 0.3 Lb.
TotaL mass (mass of the mechanism and the motors,
excLuding the grinding tooLJ 5.05 Lb.

3. Design
In this section two significant properties of this

end-effector are explained. Although the active
end-effector can be used as a micro-positioning s\,jstem for
small and fast maneuvering of the tool, it is designed to
act as an RCC. The end-point of the end-effector behaves
as if there are two orthogonal springs holding the tool.

In this behavior, the end-point motion Is ver\,j small.
Equation 1 describes the d\,jnomic behavior of the
mechanism, for small perturbation of the mechanism around
its nominal point in absence of the centrifugal and corlolls
forces. We will Justif\,j the absence of centrifugal and
corioliS forces In the d\,jnamic equation of the s\,jstem in our

anol\,jsis.

Figure 2: The Active End-Effector

The end-effector Is a 5-bar Linkage with two degrees. of
freedom. ALL are articuLated drive Joints. The Links are
made of ALuminium 6061. The actuators are DC brush-l.ess
direct drive motors equipped with 12 bit encoders and
tachometers. The choice of the direct drive system
eLiminates backLash and deveLops more structuraL rigidity
in the system. This structuraL rigidity aLLows for a wide
controL bandwidth and higher precIsion. The staLL torque
and the peak torque for each motor is 5 Lb-In ond 20 Lb-In.
respectiveLy. Each motors weighs 2.4 Lbs. A wide-bandwldth
piezoeLectric-based force sensor IS Located between the
end-point of the mechanism and the end-effector gripper to
measure the force on the tooL. The force sensor Is
pre-Loaded by a cLamping boLt, and measures the force in
two dimensions In the pLane of the mechanism. The entire

(1)X =J M -ITc 0

Where:

X= [Xt Xn]T 2)(1 vector of the tooL position in the

cartesian coordinate frame
Jc 2)(2 Jacobian matrix
Mo 2)(2 mass matrix
T= [T 1 T 2]T 2)(1 vector of the motor torque

Jo Mo-1 is a transmission ratio between the actuator
torque and the end-point acceleration. This matrix IS
function of jOint engles. It is desirable to operate the



end-effector in an orientation such that Jc MO-1 is almost
constant or has minimum rate of change. The general form
Mo and Jc are given in Appendix A by equations A1 and A2.
Figure AI in Appendix A shows a five-bar linkage in the
general form. The device is designed to operate around the
neighborhood of the nominal orientation of 61= 90°,62=0°,
63=90° end 64=180° as shown in Figure 4. 61 and 64 ere
the driving angles, and we intend to dnve the system such
thet 85°<61<95° and 175°<64<185°, (Total of :5° deviation
from their nominal values). It can be shown that the rate
of change of JcMo-1 at this nominal orientation is minimum.
The dynamic manipulability, c.>d is defined as the squere
root of the multiplication of the maximum and minimum
singular values of JcMo-1 [19). c.>d measures the rate of
chenge of JcM-I.

c.>d = J (]' ma,,(JcMo-l) (]' miJJcMo-I) (2)

or equivalently:

wd = V det(Jo Mo-1Mo-T JoT)

AI and A2 [from Appendix A) resu~ts in diagona~ matrices for
Jc and Mo such that JcMo-1 is diagona~ and a~so has the
minimum rate of change when e1 and e4 vary S~ight~y from
their nomina~ va~ues. Note that the p~ot in Figure 5 shows
on~y that at the shown configuration, Jc Mo-1 has the
minimum rate of change and this a~~ows us to use equation 1
as our dynamic mode~ for the active end-effector. Since the
rate of change of Jc M 0-1 is minimum at the nomina~
configuration, centrifuga~ and corio~is forces can be
neg~ected from the dynamic equations of the end-effector.
[These terms are functions of the rate of change of the
inertia matrix). If the end-effector is considered in another
configuration, then any S~ight perturoation of the driving
jOints wi~~ deve~op significant change in Jc M 0-1 and
consequent~y. non-~inearity wi~~ be deve~oped in the
dynamic behavior of the system. Since JoMo-l is a diagona~
matrix, then the dynamic equation of the end-effector is
uncoup~ed. Based on this uncoup~ing. for a ~imited range,
motor 1 maneuvers the end-point in Xt-direction, whi~e
motor 2 moves the end-point independent~y in the
Xn-direction.

We use the end-effector in the configuration shown
in Figure 4. A~~ the ~inks are orthogona~ to one another. If
el is perturoed from its nomina~ va~ue as much as cx, then
the va~ue of the end-point perturoation in the Xn direction,
8e, can be ca~cu~ated form equation 3. Figure 6 shows the
configuration of the perturoed system.

VJd is plotted in Figure 5 as a function of perturbations on
e, and e4. The perturbation around the nominal values of el
and e4 are called 6'e, and 6'e4.
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Figure 4: The End-Effector at Its Nominal. Position
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Figure 6 : The 5-bar Mechanism WIth Small
Deflection of ~
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81,1 satisfl,ling equation 4, we choose the lengths of the
mechanism such-that the end-point of the end-effector
alwal,ls moves along the Xt axis for small value of a.
(a < .t. 5°) This configuration Is an application of the
well-known Watt's (22) straight-line mechanism. This
propertl,l is attractive for debUrring purposes. According to
the references (8,10), the end-effector must be verl,lstiff in
the direction normal to the part Bnd compliant In the
direction tBngential to the pBrt. Once the grinder
encounters a burr, motor 1, which Is responsible for motion

Figure 5: Dynamic ManipUlability as a Function of 86,
and 864

According to Figure 5, (.>d Is .smooth" for all small
perturbations around nominal values of 61 and 6.
Inserting 61= 90°, 62=0°, 63=90° and 6.=180° into equations



external- forces at high frequencies. As the frequency
Increases, the effect of the feedback disappears gradually,
(depending on the type of control-l-er used), until the Inertia
of the system dominates its overall- motion. Therefore,
depending on the dynamics of the system, equation 5 may
not hol-d for a wide frequency range. It IS necessary to
consider the specification of (.)0 as the second item of
interest. In other words, two independent issues are
addressed by equation- 5: first, a simpl-e rel-ationship
between 8F!j(.)) and 8X!j(.)); second, the frequency range
of operation, (.)0' such that equation 5 hol-ds true. Besides
choosing an appropriate stiffness matriX, K, and a viabl-e
(.)0' a designer must also guarantee the stabil-ity of the

cl-osed-l.oop system.
We consider the architecture of Figure 7 as the

closed-I-OOp control system for the end-effector. The
detail-ed deSCription of each operator in Figure 7 is given in
reference 11. Since the dynamic behavior of the end-effector
in the neighborhood of its operating point is I-inear, all- the
operators in Figure 7 are considered transfer function
matrices. In the general- approach for devel-opment of
compl-iancy in reference 11, E, G, Hand S are non-l-inear
operators.

In the Xt-dlrection, moves the tool backward to decrease
the amount of the force. In the deburnng process, motor 1
constantly moves the end-point back and forth in the
XI-direction. If equation 4 is guaranteed, then the motion
c:' ':he end-Dolnt in the Xi-direction does not affect the
motion of the tool in the Xn-direction. The kinematic
independence of the end-point motion in Xn-direction from
the motion of the end-point in Xt-direction allows for a
very smooth surface finish for deburrlng purposes. The
following constraints are sufficient to result in the exact
lengths of the mechanism:
-Equation 4 must be satisfied.
-For simplicity in design and construction, ll=l4 and l3=l2
-lo=3" (Each actuator has 1.375" radius)
-l4 must be such that if 864=5°, the amount of motion
in Xn-directlon is 0.15".
The above five constraints are sufficient conditions to
result the lengths of the five links. Using the triangle
equality and some algebra, the following lengths are
calculated:
lo=3", II = 0.906", l2= 1.917", l3=1.917" and l4=0.906"

4. ELectronic CompLiancy
First we frame the controLLer design objectives by a

set of meaningfuL mathematicaL terms; then we give a
summary of the controLLer design method to deveLop
compLiancy for Linear systems. The compLete deSCription of
the controL method to deveLop eLectronic compLiancy
(impedance controL) for on n degree of freedom non-l.inear
manipuLative system is given In reference 11.

The controLLer design objective is to provide a
stabiLizing dynamic compensator for the system such that
the ratio of the position of end-point of the end-effector
to on interaction force is constant within a given operating
frequency range. (The very generaL definition Is given in
references 6 and 7). The above statement can be
mathematicaLLy expressed by equation 5.

[5)8F[j(,)] = K 8X[j(,)] for all 0«,)«,)0

G is the transfer function matrix that represents the
d!:lnamiC behavior of the manipulative s!:lstem [end-effector
in our case) with B ~ositlonlnQ controller. The input to G is a
n)(1 vector of input trajector!:l, e. The fact that most
menlpulative s!:lstems have some kind of positioning
controllers is the motivation behind our approach. One
can use great number of methodologies for the
development of the robust positioning controllers [14,15,18)
G can be calculated experimentall!:l or anal!:ltlcall!:l. Note
that G Is approximatel!:l equal to the unlt!:l matrix for the
frequencies within its bandwidth. 5 Is the sensltivit!:l
transfer function matrix. 5 represents the relationship
between the externel force on the end point of the
end-effector and the .end-polnt motion. This motion IS due
to either structural compliance in the end-effector
mechanism or the positioning controller compliance. For
good positioning s!:lstem 5 is quite "small". (The notion of
"small" can be regarded In the singular velue sense when 5
is a transfer function matrix. Lp-norm [18,19] can be
considered to show the size of 5 In the non-linear case.) E
represents the d!:lnamiC behavior of the environment.
Readers can be convinced of role of E b!:l anal!:lZing the
relationship of the force and displacement of a spring as a
simple model of the environment. H IS the compensator to

where:
8F[jw) = 2)(1 vector of the deviation of the Interaction

forces from their equiLibhum value in the global
cartesian coordinate frame.

8X1jw) = 2)(1 vector of the deviation of the end-point
position from the nominal point in the global
cartesian coordinate frame.

K = 2)(2 real-valued, non-singular diagonal stiffness
mat.nx with constant members.

Wo = bandwidth (frequency range of operation)
j = complex number notation, .;:;

The stiffness matrix is the designer's choice which,
depending on the application, contains different values for
each direction. By specifying K, the designer governs the
behavior of the end-effector in constrained maneuvers.
Large elements of the K-matrix imply large Interaction
forces and torques. Small members of the K-matrlx allow
for a considerable amount of motion in the end-effector
In response to interaction forces. Even though a diagonal
stiffness matrix is appealing for the purpose of static
uncoupling, the K-matrlx in generalis not restricted to any
structure. .

Mechanical systems are not generally responsive to



be designed. The input to this compensotor is the contoct
force. The compensotor output slgnol is being subtrocted
from the vector of input commond. r. resulting In the error
signol, e. os the input trojectory for the robot monipulator.
r is the input commond vector which is used differentl\,l for
the two cotegories of moneuvenngs; os 0 trojector\,l
command to move the end-point in unconstrained spoce
and as 0 commond to shope the contoct force in the
constrained space. When the manipulative s\,lstem ond
environment ere in contoct. then the value of the contoct
force end the end-point position of the robot are given b\,l
equations 6 and 7.

devel.oped el.ectroniCal.l.y and therefore can be modul.otea
by an on-line computer. The active end-effector al.lows for
compensation of the robot's position uncertainties from
fixturing errors, robot progreming resolution, ond robot
oscill.ations. This ful.l.y instrumented end-effector weighs
onl.y 5.05 I.bs. ond can be mounted at the end-point of the
commercial robot manipul.ator. Two state-of-the-art
miniature actuators power the end-effector directl.y. The
high stiffness and I.ight weight of the material. used in the
system al.l.ows for a wide bandwidth Impedance Control.. A
miniature force cel.l. measures the forces in two dimensions.
The tool. hol.der can maneuver a very I.ight pneumatl~
grinder in a I.inear work-space of about 0.3"xO.3". The
measurements taken on the mechanism are contact forces,
angul.ar vel.ocities, and the orientation of the mechanism.
Satisfying a kinematic constraint for this end-effector
al.l.ows for uncoupl.ed dynamic behavior for a bounded
range.

f=EII+SE+GHEJ-IGr (6)

!:I =[1 + SE +GHEJ-1Gr !7J

AppendiX A
This appendix is dedicated to deriving the Jacobian

and the inertia matrix of a general. five-bar l.inkage. In
Figure A1, JI' l.I, Xi' mj and 6i represent the moment of
inertia rel.ative to the end-point, l.ength, l.ocation of the
center of mass, mass and the orientation of each l.ink for i=
1,2.3 and 4.
Using the standard method in (1J, the Jacobian of the

l.lnkage can be represented by equation A1. .

J12

Jo: (A1)

J22
where:

J'1 = -l, Sin(6,) + a ls sin (6zj
J 2' = l, cos(6,) -a ls cos(6zj
J '2 = -b ls sin (62 )

J22= blsCOS(~]

The general goal is to choose a class of compensator, H, to
shape the Impedance of the system, E(I + SE +GHE)-IG, in
equation 6. When the system is not in contact with the
environment, the actual position of the end-point is equal
to the input trajectory command within the bandwidth of G.
(Note that G is approximately equal to unity matrix within
its bandwidth.) When the system is in contact with the
environment, then the contact force follows r according
to equation 6. We do not command any set-polnt for force
as we do in admittance control (13,21). This method Is called
Impedance Control (4,6,7) because it accepts a position
vector as Input and It reflects a force vector as output.
There is no hardware or software switch in the control
system when the robot travels from unconstrained space
to constrained space. The feedback loop on the contact
force closes naturally when the robot encounters the
environment. When the system is contact with the
environment, then the contact force is a function of r
occording to equation 6. This compensator must also
guarantee the stability of the system.

We are interested in a particular case when r= O.
Suppose the environment is being moved into the
end-effector or the end-effector is being moved into the
environment. This is the case that occurs In robotic
deburnng. The relation between the contact force and the
end-point deflection is given by equation 8 if E approaches
00 In tr,e singular value sense. (ThiS is shown in reference 11)

f=(S+H)-1X (8)

The mass matrix is given by equation A2.

Equality 8 is derived by Inspection of the block diagram In
Figure 7. The fact that in most manufactUring tasks such as
robotic deburring, the end point of the system is in contact
with a very stiff environment, Is the motivation behind our
conSideration In development of equation 8. [S+H)-IIS similar
to the stiffness matrix, K which is defined by equation 5. By
selecting the value of H and knowledge of S one can
select the members of H such that [S+H]-1 of equation 8
meets the debUrring requirements as given by equation 5. A
set of experiments is given in reference 12 to clarify the
control method.

7. Summary and Conclusion
An active end-effector with controllable, compliant

motion [Electronic Compliancy) has been designed, built,
and tested for robotic operations. The actIVe end-effector
(unlike the passive system] does not contain any spring or
dampers. The compliancy in the active end-effector IS

MIl MI2
M= [A2)

~1 M22



Where:

Mil =JI + m21.,2 + J2 02 + J3 c2 +2 x21., cosI6,-6v.B m2

M12 = J2 0 b +b cosl6, -6v x2 1.1 m2+ J3Cd+c cosl64- 63)

x3 1.4 m3
M21 = M12

M22 = 2 m31.4 x3 d COS(64-63) + J3 & +J4+m3 42 + J2 b2

a, b .C ,d are given below.

a = LI Sin(61 -63J I (~ Sin(~ -63 JJ

b= L4Sin(64-63JI (L2sin(62-63JJ
c = L, Sin(6,- 6V I (L3 Sln(62 -63 JJ

d = L4 Sln(64-~) I (L3 Sln( 62- 63 JJ
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